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"Motel Seven."

FADE IN:

FULL SHOT BLACKNESS -- CONTINUOUS

We HEAR a crowd: many people talking loudly. After a 
while, we HEAR someone hitting a microphone, just to ask 
for silence.

SUBTITLE: Point Destiny City Hall

SUBTITLE: Three months ago

DIRECTOR (V.O.)
Good morning. I've been asked to 
say something, today. Something 
interesting. Something that could 
sound very-- Special.

SUBTITLE: Christopher J. Arnold

SUBTITLE: Former Project Chrono Supervisor

DIRECTOR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I think that there's nothing more 
special that truth. We're here, 
today, to welcome a new era that 
is, in fact, our new reality.

The crowd listens carefully to the speaker.

DIRECTOR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Reality-- Reality is formed by 
fragments. Fragments lost in time 
and space. What we thought as a 
continuum, intimately related and 
twisted in a combination of actions 
and reactions, actually is a 
tangled and bended set of distinct 
fragments, placed and sorted under 
strict laws. Now we found a way to 
bend these laws to our will. With a 
device. And now we can use it to 
save lives. Many lives.

The crowd is still listening carefully to the speaker.

DIRECTOR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
As I said-- We're here to welcome a 
new era-- We're here to welcome the 
Project Chrono.

The crowd applaud the speaker as we

CUT TO:
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INT. ROOM 331 -- MORNING

A young WOMAN, on her 30's, is having a shower. We refer 
to her as Rose. Then we see her, still in the bathroom, 
already dressed, washing her hands and then in the 
kitchen, sitting on a table and eating.

Suddenly, we HEAR a car-crash outside a window so Rose 
reaches the window and looks outside, on the street 
below.

SUBTITLE: Monday 14th, April 2003. 08:11 AM.

While she looks through the window a man, the KILLER, 
sneaks up behind her after enterting the room, reaches 
her and she SHOUTS as we

CUT TO:

FULL SHOT CREDITS -- CONTINUOUS

Opening Credits.

CUT TO:

INT. DIRECTOR'S OFFICE -- DAY

Sandra Drill, the director's ASSISTANT comes in his 
office.

ASSISTANT
Director--

DIRECTOR
He's here, right?

ASSISTANT
Yes.

CUT TO:

INT. CHAMBER -- DAY

EVE, the main character, who is wearing her special 
project Chrono uniform, is walking around the chamber 
and looking at the motel room, ricreated inside the safe 
area. In the middle of the room there's Rose, covered 
with blood.

SUBTITLE: Point Destiny Precint. Today.

SUBTITLE: Project Chrono.

Beyond great windows, three women are working with their 
computers. They're the chamber's operators. We refer to 
them as SPACE, TIME and CONTEXT.

EVE
Space?
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SPACE
31 north degrees, 46 seconds-- 106 
west degrees, 29 seconds-- El Paso, 
Texas. Relative altitude 9 meters-- 
Marked.

EVE
Time?

TIME
8:20 AM in the morning. Monday 14. 
April 2003. This fragment lasts for 
2 minutes and 16 seconds-- Marked.

EVE
Context?

CONTEXT
Motel room number 331-- The Motel 
Seven. Third floor. Crime scene-- A 
27 years old woman, Rose Leffler, 
killed with 15 stabs. Obviously, 
we're talking about a John Doe.

EVE
Obviously-- John? Something else?

JOHN is the supervisor of the chamber. He usually sits 
on the fourth workstation but, right now, he's standing 
near a window.

JOHN
Nothing for the context, nor for 
the space but-- I must adjust the 
time specs for this fragment-- It's 
8:21 AM in the morning.

EVE
Good.

Eve looks upstairs toward the floor as we

CUT TO:

INT. FLOOR -- DAY

The DIRECTOR is looking below, at the chamber and at 
Eve. He doesn't say anithing.

CUT TO:

INT. CHAMBER -- DAY

Eve starts looking at the crime scene.

EVE
(doubtful)

Here we are-- What the hell are we 
doing, John? We're playing with 
fate? Or playing God, maybe?
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JOHN
We can save lives-- That's enough, 
for me. Think what you could do for 
your father.

EVE
(feeling remorse)

Even if I could save him-- It won't 
be different.

JOHN
He would live. Reality would be 
different. You could--

EVE
Could what, John? I became a 
detective to prove something to 
myself.

JOHN
(curious)

Wait a min-- You got so far because 
a cop shot your father?

EVE
(steady)

Let's focus on this crime scene, ok?

CUT TO:

INT. FLOOR -- DAY

A MAN enters the precint accompanied by the assistant 
and reaches the director. He's mr. SPINER, an observer 
from the US Department of Defense.

SPINER
Director--

DIRECTOR
Mr. Spiner-- Welcome to Point 
Destiny. I suspect you're here to 
test my team, right?

SPINER
I'm here to understand what you're 
doing here.

CUT TO:

INT. CHAMBER -- DAY

Eve is still looking at the room, ricreated inside the 
chamber.

JOHN
Something hit her back and it's not 
a knife. Postmortem. But coroner 
didn't say what or how.
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EVE
Can you remove the girl?

The girl inside the room disappears and Eve focuses now 
on the floor.

CUT TO:

INT. FLOOR -- DAY

The director and Spiner look, from the top, the scene 
below. Spiner seems to be astonished.

SPINER
(astonihed)

How can you do that?

DIRECTOR
Fragments inside the chamber can be 
manipulated as needed. Didn't you 
read the details?

SPINER
(astonihed)

And you-- You can interact with'em?

DIRECTOR
At a minimum level-- Yes.

SPINER
How?

DIRECTOR
We isolate those fragments and then 
we look for traces, proofs and 
anything else we can use.

SPINER
And then what?

DIRECTOR
Next-- We find another fragment 
linked to the first one, back in 
time, before the crime happens-- 
And we work over.

SPINER
Work over?

DIRECTOR
Detective Lauren is trying to 
figuring out something about the 
woman and her aggressor. When the 
time comes, she'll stop him.

CUT TO:
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INT. CHAMBER -- DAY

EVE
Space-- Something below the corpse?

SPACE
There's a light level variation 
just below the girl.

EVE
There's something there-- It's 
quite undetectable but I think 
that's under the moquette. Could be 
our missing object?

JOHN
Whatever it is, it's too small.

EVE
Just remove the floor--

The moquette is removed and we can see a wooden floor, 
which was under the moquette itself.

JOHN
It looks like a broken key-- The 
keychain is missing.

EVE
Motel's keychains always look 
heavy. Could that be the cause for 
the wound in her back?

JOHN
Could be.

Eve continues to walk along the chamber perimeter.

EVE
John-- Con you discriminate another 
fragment based on that keychain?

JOHN
I should find a match on that, 
first.

EVE
(determined)

Take that key and gimme a match.

JOHN
Yes, sir--

Eve stops and the chamber changes its representation. 
Now we see a reception, from inside the motel.

EVE
The reception-- Now we have a match 
of that key. Good idea, John.
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JOHN
Thanks.

EVE
Time?

TIME
4:12 PM. Sunday 13. April 2003.
The fragment lasts for 1 minute and 
43 seconds. Marked.

EVE
The day before-- Good work. Now can 
you get another fragment?

JOHN
Yeah. Just a second--

The chamber shows now another motel's room.

SPACE
Motel Seven. Room number 247.

TIME
10:10 PM. Sunday 13. April 2003. 
This fragment lasts only 25 
seconds. Marked.

Eve stays still and stares at the room, very similar to 
the first one.

EVE
John-- You don't give much.

JOHN
Be confident.

CUT TO:

INT. FLOOR -- DAY

The director and mr. Spiner are waiting, in silence, for 
Eve's next move.

CUT TO:

INT. CHAMBER -- DAY

At the very end of the fragment a MAN comes inside the 
room.

EVE
Stop.

SPACE (O.S.)
Fragment freezed.

Eve looks at him.
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EVE
Who is he?

JOHN
I'm working on it.

Eve walks around the safe area perimeter, trying to get 
closer to the man inside the chamber.

EVE (O.S.)
So?

JOHN
He's name's Martin Buckelow. He has 
precedents for sexual crimes.

EVE
He's our man. The keychain puts him 
on the crime scene.

Eve walks toward John but stays outside the windows.

EVE (CONT'D)
Now the best part, right?

JOHN
Tryin' to find him-- Don't promise 
anything.

EVE
C'mon, beat me.

Inside the chamber everything disappear and the chamber 
now is empty.

Eve looks at the director, upstairs as we

CUT TO:

INT. FLOOR -- DAY

The director looks at Eve.

SPINER
What if they don't find him?

DIRECTOR
(sad)

The girl will die. Again.

SPINER
But if they do-- You don't risk to 
alter reality?

DIRECTOR
No-- Every fragments has its own 
life. Altering a thing in this very 
fragment will affects only that 
thing in the rest of reality. The 
girl will live.
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SPINER
And the killer?

DIRECTOR
He'll be arrested.

CUT TO:

INT. CHAMBER -- DAY

The chamber now shows the first room, with Rose in it, 
still alive. She's looking through the window but since 
this is only a partial recreation we can see Rose 
looking through nothing and Eve, outside the recreation, 
looking at ther.

TIME
8:11 AM. Monday 14. April 2003. 
Fragment' span is just 26 seconds-- 
Marked.

EVE
Very low margin--

JOHN
You love the risk, Eve-- Here you 
are.

Eve checks the scene and waits. Rose is still looking 
through the missing window, in silence.

Suddenly, Martin Buckelow comes inside the room, very 
quietly.

Buckelow enters, slowly, and reaches Rose. He gets 
closer and closer.

But, at last, Eve gets inside the fragment as we

CUT TO:

INT. CHAMBER -- MOMENTS LATER

The chamber is now offline and Eve leaves it, reaching 
John at the other side of the windows.

We HEAR a music, which remarks the moment. Eve and John 
talk and after a while the director exits the elevator.

Eve hugs him and he congratulates with her and with 
John. Then the music fades.

DIRECTOR
(glad)

Good work-- Both of you.

After that, he reaches the elevator, enters inside and 
the doors close.

CUT TO:
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FULL SHOT CREDITS -- CONTINUOUS

Closing Credits.

FADE OUT:


